Abstract: Logic programming such as Prolog is often sequential and slow because each execution step processes only a single, micro connective. To fix this problem, we propose to use macro connectives as the means of improving both readability and performance.
Introduction
Modern imperative languages such as Java, Perl support macro connectives to improve readability and performance of a program. The switch statement is such an example. To be precise, the switch statement (n-ary branch) is redundant in the sense that it can be converted to the if -then-else (binary branch) statement. However, this switch statement has proven essential in many programs.
Unfortunately, the situation is quite different in logic and logic programmming. For example, first-order logic (FOL) requires logical connectives ∧, ∨ to be restricted to binary. For example, ∧(A, B, C) ((A ∧ B ∧ C) in infix notation) must be written as either ∧(A, ∧(B, C)) or ∧(∧(A, B), C). Similarly, it requires x in ∀ x, ∃ x to be a single variable where x = x 1 , . . . , x n . This restriction is rather unnatural and has some unpleasant consequences, known as syntactic bureaucracy.
• It increases the complexity of formulas and, therefore, makes formulas more difficult to read and write.
• It makes proof search more sequential and less parallel. It forces proof steps that are parallel in nature to be written in a sequential order.
• It makes (already highly nondeterministic) proof search less atomic and more nondeterministic.
To fix this problem of syntactic bureaucracy, we extend FOL to FOL + to include the following macro formulas (called generalized conjunction/disjunction, block universal/existential quantifiers, respectively):
• ∧(F 1 , . . . , F n ), ∨(F 1 , . . . , F n ) are formulas for i = 2, 3, . . ..
• ∃ xF , ∃xF , ∃ẍF , ∀ xF , ∀xF , ∀ẍF are formulas if F is a formula.
In the above (and in the sequel as well), x represents x 1 , . . . , x n ,x represents [x 1 , . . . , x n ] andẍ represents {x 1 , . . . , x n }. The meaning of these formulas are the following:
• ∃ xF is identical to ∃x 1 . . . ∃x n F .
• ∃xF is identical to ∃x 1 . . . ∃x n F with the additional constraint that, in the former, x 1 , . . . , x n must be processed consecutively in that order. ∃xF is called a block sequential existential quantifier.
• ∃ẍF is identical to ∃xF with the difference that, in the former x 1 , . . . , x n must be processed consecutively but in arbitrary order. ∃xF is called a block parallel existential quantifier.
∀ xF , ∀xF , ∀ẍF are similarly defined. A sequent calculus for FOL + can be easily obtained by extending the standard sequent rules of Gentzen's LK for ∧, ∨, ∀, ∃ with new synthetic rules. Thus, in the new calculus, a small consecutive local inference steps can be combined into a single synthetic step, thus making proof search more parallel and more deterministic.
In this paper, our focus is on applying this idea to logic programming for improved conciseness and improved performance.
For example, we adopt the following operational semantics for ∧ and ∨.
•
where ∨ represents classical disjunction, pand represents a parallel conjunction [4] , and por represents a parallel disjunction [4] . This paper proposes Prolog macro , an extension of Prolog with macro connectives. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We describe Prolog macro in the next section. Section 3 concludes the paper.
The Language
The language is a version of Horn clauses with macro connectives. It is described by G-and D-formulas given by the syntax rules below:
In the rules above, A represents an atomic formula. A D-formula is called a Horn clause with macro connectives.
The logic programming paradigm such as Prolog was originally founded on the resolution method. But this approach was difficult to extend to richer logics. The use of sequent calculus allows us to overcome this limit. In particular, uniform proofs [7] allows us to execute logic programs in an efficient way by integrating two separate phases -the proof phase and the execution phase -into a single phase. We adopt this approach below.
Note that execution alternates between two phases: the goal-reduction phase and the backchaining phase. In the goal-reduction phase (denoted by ex(D, G)), the machine tries to solve a goal G from a clause D by simplifying G. If G becomes an atom, the machine switches to the backchaining mode. In the backchaining mode (denoted by bc (D 1 , D, A) ), the machine tries to solve an atomic goal A by first reducing a Horn clause D 1 to simpler forms and then backchaining on the resulting clause (via rule (1) and (2)). (A, D, A) . % This is a success.
where t 1 , . . . , t n are terms. Thus, the variables x 1 , . . . , x n are processed both consecutively and sequentially.
where t 1 , . . . , t n are terms. Thus, the variables x 1 , . . . , x n are processed both consecutively and in parallel. D, A) . % switch to backchaining mode
where t 1 is a term. Thus, it processes only x 1 .
. . , t n are terms. Thus, the variables x 1 , . . . , x n are processed both consecutively and sequentially.
where t 1 , . . . , t n are terms. Thus, the variables x 1 , . . . , x n are processed both consecutively and in parallel.
These rules are straightforward to read.
As an example, consider the following specification for computing binomial coefficients, denoted by c(n, k, z).
∀N c (N, 1, N) . % select one out of n ∀N c (N, N, 1) . % select n out of n ∀{N, K} c(N, K, 0) :
The above program is a little simpler and more efficient than Prolog due to the use of block universal quantifiers. The correctness of the above program is guaranteed from the focalization property of traditional logic.
While it does not seem like much, it is easy to see that the benefits of using macro connectives will be substantial for highly complex formulas.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered an extension to Prolog [1] with some macro connectives. This extension makes Prolog programs easier to read, write and execute.
Our macro connectives is a simple yet practical subset of a wider class of connectives called synthetic connectives. These synthetic connectivesproposed originally by Girard -is theoretically interesting and is based on the notion of focalization in linear logic. In the near future, we plan to investigate the possibility of including these synthetic connectives into logic programming.
